Stuffed tomato
with
green asparagus
A wonderful dish
that is perfect as
a festive starter
Also delicious with a slice
of crispy fried pancetta
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+31 174 532 275
j.vis@rijkzwaan.nl

Ingredients

•

place them on a clean cloth

150g pasta, e.g. gnocchi sardi
12 mini green asparagus

Bring a pan of lightly salted water to the boil. Cut off the bottom
3 cm of the asparagus and cook for 1.5 min. Remove them and

4 Cubelli cocktail tomatoes
•

In the same water cook the pasta until it is ‘al dente’, drain it
and rinse it with cold water

1 courgette, thinly sliced
1/2 bunch of basil

•

150g Parmesan cheese, grated

•	Dice half of the asparagus and courgette

1 lemon

•

Grate half of the cheese and mix it in a large bowl with the pasta,
vegetables, half of the basil, lemon juice and olive oil

8 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
Salt and pepper

Cut the courgette into thin slices and cook on a hot griddle

•	Season to taste with salt and pepper
•

Scoop out the flesh of the tomato and fill the resulting shell with
the pasta salad. Place each tomato on a plate

Starter for 4 persons
•

Garnish with the rest of the vegetables, Parmesan cheese and basil

www.cubellitomato.com

Papeletto RZ “A base for original dishes”

Vacetto RZ “Ready-to-heat”

Can be harvested loose or on the truss. Unique in its

An all-rounder in the kitchen, perfect for hot dishes.

category. A beautiful tomato with a herby aroma. It

The pericarp stays wonderfully firm when heated for

loses hardly any juice, making it ideal for salads and

a short time, enabling it to be prepared in numerous

sandwiches. Highly productive cocktail with good

ways, such as heated with white wine, pepper and

brix, particularly on the truss. Keeps its shape and,

salt and as a garnish on white fish, or as a side dish

extra ingredients, and it’s ready to go straight into

because of its size, it’s the ideal tomato for original

with warmed Gaeta olives, olive oil and green

the oven. Cubelli raises the standard of your entire

fillings such as Bolognese, tuna or fresh cucumber and

asparagus. Moreover, when used with a little basil,

tomato range.

mozzarella.

it adds a touch more acidity to stewed meat dishes.

Retail: high-class products on the shelves

Segment:

The fact that Cubelli is the finest blocky tomato range

Average fruit weight: 50 grams

is demonstrated by the many advantages it offers,

Resistance:

Cubelli – the finest
blocky tomato

With an average brix of well over 9, it is also excellent

which include:
•

Attractive and distinctive appearance

•

Distinctive taste

•
Love at first sight – that’s what happens when you see
Cubelli. It entices you with its authentic appearance

•

Plum
ToMV:0-2/Fol:0/For/Va:0/

Vd:0/Si

Offers every consumer the possibility of creating

Confetto RZ “The perfect snack tomato”

Improved shelf life during which the flavour

High productivity, keeping the excellent taste,

remains the same

which makes it perfect as snack tomato. Has long
since proved its worth in snacks, salads and garnishes.

cooking possibilities! Cubelli’s flavour is as versatile

Food service: the ideal ingredient for every dish

Is often packed in shakers or clamshells. Suitable

as irresistible: herby, rich and mature.

Its characteristic appearance provides many

for young and old alike; its skin melts in the mouth.

Cubelli will captivate you, whether you’re an amateur

opportunities to transform Cubelli into a delicious

or a professional cook. You are sure to fall in love.

meal. Blocky tomatoes can be used in many different

Segment:

recipes: stuffed, grilled, sliced, whole, etc.. What’s

Average fruit weight: 14-16 grams

Striking and original

more, Cubelli tomatoes need nothing added thanks

Resistance:

Its appearance and taste makes Cubelli a hit for

to their herby taste. This makes them unique and

original and striking packaging solutions. The Cubelli

distinguishes them from standard tomatoes. They

range upgrades your assortment to a higher level and

are the ideal ingredient for every dish.

fits perfectly within an exclusive packaging concept.
Moreover, forget ‘ready-to-eat’, and instead think
‘ready-to-heat’! Package Cubelli together with some

Segment:

Plum

Average fruit weight: 20 grams
Resistance:

a delicious dish at home

and outer texture, promising you an infinite set of

in cold salads and as a snack.

Plum
ToMV:0-2/Fol:0,1

*Brix and fruit weight measured in Rijk Zwaan’s Trial Center Tomato.

ToMV:0-2/Fol:0

“A full, ripe flavour.
Delicious just as it is!”
“Ideal as a tasty ingredient
in salads or sandwiches”
“Based on how good they look,
I’d definitely buy them!”
Source: ConsumerVoice

